2014 LOCAL CONTENT AND SERVICE

REPORT TO THE
COMMUNITY

Headliners from the 2014 Tri-C Jazz Fest perform in front
of a live audience at the Idea Center® at Playhouse Square
during a July 2014 episode of The Sound of Applause.

ideastream’s mission is to strengthen our communities.
ideastream pursues its mission as a multiple media public service organization by providing
distinctive, thought-provoking programs and services that enlighten, inspire, educate and entertain.

LOCAL
VALUE
ideastream is the consolidation of eight
different programs and services that had
previously been independently managed:
WVIZ/PBS, with 4 channels of public TV service,
and training for teachers and caregivers in
the use of technology for education; 90.3
WCPN, Northeast Ohio’s NPR news and
public affairs station; WCLV Classical 104.9;
Civic Commons, a community engagement
platform; management on behalf of Ohio’s
public broadcasting stations of the Ohio
Public Radio and Television Statehouse News
Bureau and The Ohio Channel, a statewide
public affairs television channel available by
broadcast and on the web; management on
behalf of a consortium of local K-12 school
systems of NOTA (North Ohio Technology
Association, a broadband interactive
distance learning network for K-12 schools)
and SMART (Science and Math Achievement
Required for Tomorrow), a professional
development program for teachers.

2014 KEY
SERVICES

LOCAL
IMPACT

ideastream achieves its mission of
strengthening our communities by acquiring,
creating and distributing high-quality radio,
television and web content that focuses
on areas that have been identified as priorities
by Northeast Ohio residents. WVIZ/PBS
presents educational, cultural and
informational programs 24 hours a day,
including 12 hours each weekday devoted to
educational programming for children. WCPN
and WCLV offer 24 hours of news, information
and music programming each day. Much of
ideastream’s radio and television content is
also available on the web.

“ideastream can play a huge role by presenting
a better balanced picture of what economic
development in this region really looks like,
illuminate some of the great stories and
balance them with challenges.” – Sharon
Toerek, Principal, Toerek Law
By “listening to the community and looking
for what matters,” ideastream is able to build
its content, programs, and services around
the priorities articulated its The Listening
Project: arts and culture, health information,
education, community assets and challenges,
and issues relating to the State of Ohio.
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IN THE COMMUNITY
Community issues programming encompasses topics in the areas of arts and culture, education, the economy and jobs,
politics, science, health, and the environment. ideastream created and broadcast more than 2,800 highly researched, topquality, in-depth, locally produced programs covering an extensive array of issues and topics.

Arts & Culture
ideastream is a major champion of arts and culture in Northeast Ohio. Participants in The Listening Project and The Civic Commons,
ideastream’s community engagement utility, continually cite Northeast Ohio’s abundance of arts and culture organizations and
opportunities as major assets in this region and as reasons why people choose to live and work here. ideastream both publicizes and
broadcasts extensive arts-based programming and celebrates the wealth of Northeast Ohio’s cultural gems, boosting regional pride
and encouraging support for local institutions.
During FY 2014, ideastream aired over 400 stories and programs exploring the vibrant local arts and culture scene, inlcuding stories
like these:
• The opening of a new exhibit by Cuban-born artist Augusto Bordelois
• The story of architect Charles Schweinfurth, who designed many iconic Cleveland landmarks
• A retrospective of the Rolling Stones
• Stories written by Cleveland Metropolitan School District middle school students from The Great Lakes Theater’s “A Christmas
Carol” Writing Contest
ideastream broadcast live performances featuring artists like renowned jazz guitarist John Pizzarelli, award-winning chanteuse Jane
Monheit, and the Latin-inspired sounds of Justo Saborit and his band, as well as airing live broadcasts from several public concerts by
The Cleveland Orchestra. Other programs explored the civic impact of the growing media production industry in Northeast Ohio and
discussed the first-ever nationwide look at the powerful economic effect the arts have on communities.
In addition to airing performances by major orchestras, WCLV aired performances by local classical groups like Apollo’s Fire
(Cleveland’s Baroque Orchestra) and the Cavani Quartet. The station brought other classical music treasures to the listening
audience, like performances from the Baldwin Wallace University Bach Festival and concerts and recitals from the Cleveland Institute
of Music, Baldwin Wallace University, and Cleveland State University. WCLV broadcast performances from the Oberlin Conservatory’s
Cooper International Competition and the Cleveland International Piano Competition and regularly aired delayed-live broadcasts by
the Cleveland Orchestra Youth Orchestra.

Education
ideastream functions as Ohio’s “largest classroom” with interesting and informative educational programming for all ages.
WVIZ/PBS ideastream Education’s programs encompass a wide range of learning opportunities that include professional training and
workshops for teachers, at-home and in-class offerings for school children, state-of-the-art distance learning capability in the Idea
Center, and creation of in-depth content that covers significant education issues in the state.
The education news initiative, StateImpact Ohio, is a journalistic collaboration between ideastream, WKSU/Kent-Akron and
WOSU/Columbus that focuses on all aspects of education in Ohio. StateImpact Ohio covered stories on the implementation of the
Common Core Standards for student achievement in Ohio; the increasing number of third graders in the state that are passing the
third grade reading test; the performance—good and not so good—of charter schools; and the growing impact of virtual classrooms
and online schools in the state.
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IN THE COMMUNITY
WVIZ/PBS also devotes over 60 hours each week to commercial-free children’s educational programming that not only prepares
young children for school, but also encourages a lifetime of learning. The shows in the PBS Kids lineup are perennial favorite viewing
choices for families, and the affiliated website has many fun and practical ideas and activities that build on the shows’ content in
order to deepen the learning in an entertaining way. From Sesame Street to Wild Kratts, both children and adults have fun exploring
learning together. Indeed, for the May sweeps period, the average audience size in Northeast Ohio was 11,400 viewers each hour for
the 12 weekday hours of each day of children’s programming. PBS Kids programs also broadcast on Saturday and Sunday mornings
each week.
In June, WVIZ/PBS ideastream Education became one of 21 public television stations around the country to receive funding as part of
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)–PBS Ready To Learn (RTL) Initiative. WVIZ/PBS is one of only four stations nationwide
to have received all three RTL “transmedia” grants since 2011. This grant enables WVIZ/PBS ideastream Education staff members
to continue work with Cleveland’s Broadway P-16 Council in the Slavic Village neighborhood, which they have done since 2012.
Members of this Council collaborate to provide students with a smooth and successful transition through the education system, from
Pre-K through high school and on to college to career. The Broadway P-16 Council is a neighborhood association consisting of 55
Slavic Village area businesses, nonprofits, schools, government leaders, and higher education institutions.
ideastream Education efforts also focused on math coaching in Cleveland Metropolitan School District (CMSD), Cleveland Diocese
schools and East Cleveland and science coaching in CMSD and East Cleveland. A CMSD Math and Science Summit day attracted 92
CMSD teachers and administrators. In March, 15 teachers attended a Cleveland Diocese kickoff day for the four schools the SMART
(Science and Math Achievement Required for Tomorrow) Consortium, led by ideastream, where ideastream staff worked with
teachers in Math and Language Arts.
WVIZ/PBS ideastream RTL continued to work with Third Federal Foundation, MetroHealth Broadway, and Reach Out and Read to
establish an early learning/literacy environment in the waiting room and exam rooms of the MetroHealth Broadway Health Center.
The goal is to staff and train volunteers to use reading and digital literacy activities in the waiting area to engage children and their
parents with PBS Kids programming, PBS Kids apps on iPads, and reading activities.
During FY 2014, ideastream aired 259 education-related stories like:
• The reliability of school competency and graduation testing
• The state of college loans and the Ohio College Opportunity Grant
• Student grading systems
• The growing use of digital media and electronics in Ohio classrooms to aid learning

Economy/Jobs/Business
Jobs and the Northeast Ohio economy are always at the top of the list of important topics for people who live and work in this
region. Through information received in The Listening Project surveys, participation with The Civic Commons, direct listener and
viewer comments, and web/social media feedback, ideastream understands that the economic recovery, unemployment statistics,
information about job creation and job loss, coverage of workforce needs, and stories on mortgage defaults and on efforts around
neighborhood revitalization are of extreme interest to residents.
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IN THE COMMUNITY
During FY 2104, ideastream produced more than 460 programs on the economy and jobs, with stories like:
• A report on a new study that shows that as Ohio’s tax policy has changed in recent years, homeowners and farmers are
bearing more of the tax burden
• A report on how to become a “super saver” by following the secrets of those who already are
• Coverage of new research showing that Cleveland is actually gaining brain power and not experiencing the effects of “brain drain”
• A discussion of the strides Northeast Ohio is making in its economic evolution and a review of the remaining roadblocks to full
recovery
• Coverage of the construction of a new Hilton hotel following the razing of the old county administration building in downtown
Cleveland and what that means for Cleveland

Politics
Each weekday on 90.3 WCPN’s The Sound of Ideas, experts and thought leaders in Northeast Ohio discuss topics of importance to
this region on the radio and statewide on the television channel The Ohio Channel. Plus, a weekly Friday Reporters’ Roundtable
provides thoughtful analyses of issues of local significance, including in-depth coverage of elections and election issues.
Stories included titles such as:
• Fitzgerald Picks a Running Mate
• Proposed Merger Between Two Cleveland Cities
• POTUS in Cleveland
• Browns Eye Stadium Upgrade
• Lessons Learned from the Election

Health
Helping the general public to understand and successfully address increasingly complicated health issues that can lead to improved
health outcomes requires fresh approaches that can inspire people to take control of their health and that of their families.
ideastream’s Health initiative, Be Well, was an effective multiple media and regionally focused source of information about wellness,
disease prevention, current treatment options, and emerging technologies, presenting material that was specifically tailored to
ideastream’s Northeast Ohio audience. Be Well informs people about prevalent health issues, explains existing and new treatment
options, and encourages people to improve and, perhaps, even save their own lives through healthy lifestyle decision-making. Be
Well programming is also available on the initiative’s website, health.ideastream.org, and gives access to health information and
resources 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year.
During FY 2014, 366 stories were produced, including:
• A look at the increase in the number of employers looking to private health exchanges hoping to maintain workers’ options
but keep costs down
• The implications around information from the American Heart Association that says about five percent of U.S. children and
teens meet a newly defined category, called “severely obese”
• An examination of the grave effects of sleep deprivation on our general health and well-being
• Multiple stories on Medicaid expansion and what that will mean to people in this region
• An investigation of the impact of new information on the long-term health effects of sports-related head injuries and how that
information is changing the way we look at contact sports
• Looking at the connection between obesity and the rise in diabetes in children and adults and how that is affecting the general
well-being and economy in Northeast Ohio
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IN THE COMMUNITY
Science
ideastream participated in QUEST, a collaboration of six public broadcasters around the country. QUEST is a multimedia series that
worked to deepen understanding of some of today’s most pressing sustainability topics through articles, videos, radio reports,
television broadcasts, and educational materials.
As an active part of this collaborative, ideastream-produced QUEST programs included the following:
• The Skin of a Building and Why it Matters: Retrofitting the “skin” of an older building can save energy and money. Viewers
went inside one company’s test chamber with QUEST Ohio to find out more.
• Let Them Eat Flies: QUEST looked behind the scenes at an innovative “bug farm” in Ohio, where engineer and entrepreneur
Glen Courtright harnesses the power of flies to turn food waste into sustainable fish feed.
• Technologies Poised to Keep Asian Carp at Bay, Slowed by Challenges: In response to the major threats posed to the Great
Lakes by invasive Asian carp, engineers have developed devices to keep them out, but delays in deciding how to implement
them might give the fish an edge.
• How Does Hydraulic Fracturing Work? Viewers learned how engineers developed the techniques of hydraulic fracturing.
Other content addressed science-related issues and aired in news stories and in STEM-based educational programs used in
classrooms. Some of those examples were:
• A look at the Ohio Soil Recycling permit to recycle the leftover dirt and rocks from drilling, and the questions around whether
or not that waste can truly be remediated
• A review of the recognition that the technical wizards at NASA Glenn Research Center received for gadgets they developed for
use in space
• An examination of why bat populations are declining around the country and what that might mean for humans in the future
• A look at the ominous northern invasion of the dreaded kudzu vine that has taken over vegetation in the south and is now
threatening the northern states
During FY 2014, ideastream broadcast 155 science-related stories.

Environment
ideastream content covers local, national and global environmental issues, with fracking still generating strong emotions—pro
and con—here in Northeast Ohio. Other environmental topics of interest in this region included coverage of the water quality in
Lake Erie, the potential merger of Holden Arboretum and Cleveland Botanical Gardens, and the battle in Columbus over the Ohio
Renewable Energy Standards.
ideastream addressed other interesting environmental issues on TV and radio, including the following reports:
• Canton Tries to Inventory Old Chemicals in Abandoned Buildings
• Forget the Lawnmower, Hire Sheep
• Ohio Hopes to Bring Back Hellbender Salamander, North America’s Largest Amphibian
• How to Plant a Rain Garden
• Removing Debris from Vacant Lots Could Ramp Up Storm Water Benefits
• Ohio Prepares for Birding Season
During FY 2014, ideastream aired a total of 188 environmental programs.
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STORIES OF IMPACT
The Cleveland Orchestra at Home
in Lakewood

ideastream focused its cameras and microphones on
The Cleveland Orchestra’s May 2014 “At Home” neighborhood
residency in Lakewood, Ohio, allowing the entire Northeast
Ohio community to enjoy highlights from this cultural
collaboration. A variety of programs and interviews aired
on WVIZ/PBS, 90.3 WCPN and WCLV 104.9, capturing and
broadcasting the excitement and artistry presented during
the Orchestra’s week of free public events, including a concert
to a “sold out” audience of 2,800 at the Lakewood Civic
Auditorium.

A WVIZ/PBS National Production

Focusing on the Dropout Dilemma

Cleveland Connects: Building on BioTech

The October 2013 installment of Cleveland Connects
examined the biotech business and its economic development
effects in the Greater Cleveland area. This community
conversation included questions from both live and virtual
audiences. The program streamed live on ideastream.org and
The Ohio Channel and was broadcast that same evening on
WVIZ/PBS and 90.3 WCPN. More than 170 people attended
the live event and more than 1,100 people visited the
Building on Biotech website.

Facing Forward: A Student’s Story journeys inside E-Prep, an
academically rigorous charter school in Cleveland, as seen through
the eyes and experience of Tyree—a struggling seventh grader
who possesses equal parts charm and smarts. By connecting with
Tyree, as well as with his teachers and family, viewers learn about
the complex and sometimes overwhelming challenges facing those
involved in urban education.
This production of Creative Filmmakers Association in partnership
with WVIZ/PBS ideastream airs on PBS stations nationally
beginning in May 2014.
Made possible in part by grants from the Raskind Family Fund
at the Cleveland Foundation and by the Sherwick Fund at the
Cleveland Foundation.
© ideastream 2014

A Student’s Story

To advance the dialogue started by the documentary “Facing
Forward: A Student’s Story”—a co-production of WVIZ/PBS
and Creative Filmmakers Association—a special town hall-style
conversation, “Ideas: The Dropout Dilemma,” was held at
the Idea Center in front of a live audience of more than
150 people. The program, which was live-tweeted, also
aired later that evening on WVIZ/PBS and 90.3 WCPN. After
the broadcast and throughout the week, the conversation
continued through online forums curated by Civic Commons
ideastream at theciviccommons.org. And, more than 260
unique visitors interacted with the Dropout Dilemma website.

A Student’s Story
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STORIES OF IMPACT
Partnering to improve literacy in a Cleveland Neighborhood
ideastream began an early literacy project in Cleveland’s Slavic Village neighborhood,
funded by a Ready to Learn Grant from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. The
goal was to pilot the new Ready to Learn transmedia and tools to improve early literacy
achievement with children ages two to eight from low-income families, as well as their
parents, caregivers and educators.

Reach in the Community:
ideastream engaged partners, educators, parents/caregivers, and children in a variety
of ways including: group meetings, planning sessions, forums, professional learning, a
community meal, foster group, summer instruction, community presentations, and site
assessments. For example, in May and June of 2014, 180 children were involved in these
RTL activities, and 26 educators participated in RTL professional development. Each
activity focused on integrating Ready to Learn as a part of daily early childhood learning.

Partnerships:
ideastream identified partners that would be most effective in helping achieve the goals
of the project. It developed new and built on existing partnerships with organizations
including:
• Broadway P-16 Program, a coordinated effort to integrate neighborhood children’s
education from kindergarten through a four-year college degree
• Third Federal Savings & Loan and Foundation, which has remained rooted in the
neighborhood for 75 years
• University Settlement, a neighborhood center providing services to residents of the
neighborhood
• MetroHealth Broadway Health Center, which provides comprehensive family care
as part of Cuyahoga County’s public health system
• Cleveland Public Library System
• Cleveland Metropolitan School District

Impact and Community Feedback:
“PBS Kids Ready to Learn is a tremendous opportunity to address the literacy skills
needed to help improve our schools and prepare our children for the jobs of the future.”
– Kurt Karakul, Executive Director, Third Federal Foundation, 		
located in Slavic Village, Cleveland, Ohio
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SUMMARY
“We appreciate
ideastream’s
commitment to the
highest standards of
its industry and its
audience’s support…
they align perfectly
with our culture,
mission and vision.”

I BELIEVE IN

- Walter Chapman
Chief Executive Officer
Chapman and Chapman

Find out more at
ideastream.org/support

The Cleveland Orchestra’s 2014 Star Spangled Spectacular
attended by more than 20,000 people and was broadcast
live on 90.3 WCPN and WCLV 104.9.

[photo: Mary Breiner Photography]

ideastream launched an individual donor and
underwriting sponsor testimonial campaign in 2014,
encouraging them to “tell their story,” thus validating the
essential role public media plays in their lives.

ideastream’s primary achievements for programming and public service include:
1. widening its reach through impactful partnerships with area for-profit and non-profit organizations
that increased the outreach and impact of valuable information in this community,
2. directly engaging and educating people about important issues facing this region and encouraging
serious civic dialogue through multiple media platforms and community engagement, and
3. making ideastream’s programs and public service accessible to the community on multiple
platforms—anytime, anywhere.

